Car Sales and Road Traffic by William McEachern
Car Sales and Road Traffic.
Humorist Art Buchwald once argued
“As the economy gets better, everything
else gets worse.”  He went on, “The more
cars that are sold, the bigger the pollution
and traffic problems you have.”  He might
get some support based on Connecticut’s
experience during the 1990s. 
You’re not imagining things if you think
Connecticut roads have grown more con-
gested.  The top panel in the chart shows
the annual percent change during the
1990s in traffic volume on the 37
Connecticut roads monitored by the
Department of Transportation.  Despite
the state’s flat population, traffic volume
has increased each year since 1991, with
the largest jump occurring in 1998.
Overall, traffic has increased by a total of
17.5% since 1991. 
How come traffic has increased and
population hasn’t?  More jobs mean more
commuting and more income, and more
income means more shopping and more
recreational driving. 
More income also means more auto
sales.  The bottom panel in the chart
shows new auto registrations in
Connecticut during those same years.
Note how changes in traffic volume close-
ly relate to new registrations.  For exam-
ple, new auto registrations declined in
1990 and 1991, and so did road traffic.
Registrations increased during the next
three years and road traffic grew by suc-
cessively larger amounts.  Registrations
dropped in 1995 and 1996, and traffic
growth cooled.  Finally, registrations
increased in the last two years, as did the
rate of traffic growth. 
Incidentally, The Connecticut Economy
has found that road traffic is usually a
reliable measure of economic activity
such as employment and gross state prod-
uct.  What’s more, traffic data are typical-
ly available more quickly than nearly all
other measures.
Metropolitan Connecticut
For federal statistical purposes, the U.S.
Office of Management and Budget sorts
the United States into 315 metropolitan
areas.  There are three such areas in
Connecticut: (1) Hartford, (2) New
London-Norwich, and (3) the New
Haven-Bridgeport-Stamford-Danbury-
Waterbury metropolitan area, or the
state’s Southwestern metro area.  These
three metro areas in 1996 captured 91%
of the state’s population and 93% of 
personal income. 
Nationally, metro areas included 80%
of the U.S. population and 85% of per-
sonal income.  Put another way, non-
metro, or rural, areas in Connecticut
made up only 9% of the state population
and 7% of the income, compared to U.S.
figures of 20% and 15% respectively.  
So rural residents are only half as signifi-
cant in Connecticut as in the nation,
whether measured by population or their
share of income.  
Both in Connecticut and in the nation,
metro per capita income exceeds that in
rural areas.  In Connecticut, metro per
capita income is 28% higher than rural
per capita income.  Nationally, metropoli-
tan per capita income is 40% higher.  So
the metropolitan income advantage is
less in Connecticut than in the nation.
You might argue that because
Connecticut is so geographically small,
its rural areas aren’t quite so rural.
Let’s examine each metropolitan area.
Per capita income in Connecticut’s
Southwestern metro area was $38,962 in
1996, the most recent year available,
ranking it second among the 315 U.S.
metro areas (San Francisco ranked first, a
mere 2% higher).  The Hartford metro’s
per capita income of $30,473 ranked it
15th in the country, ahead of 300 other
metro areas.  The Southwestern and
Hartford metro areas also ranked first and
second in New England.
Per capita income of $27,385 in New
London-Norwich ranked that metro area
34th nationally.  So the state’s poorest
metro area still outranked 281 other U.S.
metro areas.  There are only four other
New England metro areas—Boston, which
ranked 16th, Portland 47th, Providence
86th, and Springfield 112th.
Our Southwest metro area accounted
for 50% of the state’s population and
57% of the personal income; the Hartford
area, 34% and 30%; and New London-
Norwich, 8% and 6%, respectively. 
Two Ends of the State
In this issue, Cathy E. Minehan,
President of the Boston Federal Reserve
Bank, makes some telling points about the
link between education and income (see
the back cover).  She also calls attention
to income differences across Connecticut’s
counties, noting that most recently per
capita income in Fairfield County was
twice that of Windham County. 
Such a difference may seem unusual in
view of Connecticut’s small size, but the
per capita income of the top-ranked coun-
ty was at least twice that of the bottom-
ranked county in 36 other states.  In five
states, the top ranked county was at least
three times that of the bottom ranked
county.  And in two states (New York and
Nebraska), the top ranked county was at
least four times that of the bottom ranked
county.  In most of the remaining states,
where the top-to-bottom multiple was less
than two, county per capita income levels
were typically below the national average.
Fairfield County is, by any standard,
exceptional, consisting of 23 wealthy urban
localities in arguably the most prosperous
region of the world.  Fairfield County’s per
capita income ranked second among some
three-thousand U.S counties.  In terms of
population, Fairfield County is about eight
times larger than Windham County. 
Windham County consists of 15 rural
towns in the Northeast corner of the state.
Although relatively poor by Connecticut
standards, its per capita income exceeds
the national average for rural areas by
20%.  In addition, 48 other states had
poorer counties, and Windham County’s
per capita income would top all counties
in three states (Louisiana, Mississippi,
and Montana). 
Thus, the income disparity between
Connecticut’s top and bottom counties
springs not so much from unusually low
per capita income in Windham County,
but from unusually high per capita income
in Fairfield County.  What are the public
policy implications?  To echo Minehan,
education is the key.  Fairfield County has
more than twice the proportion of college
graduates as Windham County.
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Source: Developed by The Connecticut Economy based on the traffic
volume recorded at the 37 continuous-count stations monitored by
the  Connecticut Department of Transportation.
Source: Developed by The Connecticut Economy based on figures
from the Connecticut Department of Motor Vehicles.